Summer Orchestral Academy
orchestral rehearsals - sectional rehearsals - workshops - concerts

FILARMONIETTA PRAGA 2013

July 28th – August 11th

Artists / Coaches:
- Viktor Mazáček (CR) Upper strings
- Radomír Šírc (CR) Lower strings
- Alberto Rodríguez Acuña (Spain) Woodwinds
- Jan Vobořil (CR) Brass
- Václav Mazáček (CR) Percussion
- Ondřej Kukal (CR) Orchestra conducting
- Vadim Mazo (USA) Orchestra conducting
- Jiří Havlík (CR) Orchestra conducting

PRAHA
CZECH REPUBLIC

Contact:
www.filarmoniettapraga.cz
soafp@filarmoniettapraga.cz

Coached by members of the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra and guests
Hosted by Camerata filarmonica Bohemia